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Creating New Value

Seven Promises 1

● Air traffic control, etc.

● For diagnosis, including display 
of electronic charts and image 
reading, therapy, treatment, etc.

● For business

Imaging solutions enrich every setting of daily life. EIZO, as a “Visual Technology Company,” delivers a sense of security and inspiration with its systems that add unique value to visual displays.

Wherever You Look, You See EIZO

We will supply high-quality products and services loved by customers 
through creating and offering new value by unique technologies and ideas.

Our products are used around the world in a variety of fields, each requiring different specifications and functions.
Beyond listening and responding to customer requests in each field, we relentlessly pursue proprietary technologies and ideas
to create and offer new sets of values that extend our promise to consistently deliver products that customers appreciate.

Office use

● Digital photos, illustrations, 
games, etc.

Private use

● For marine chart display, 
etc.

Marine vessels

Airport

Hospital
● Railway platform monitoring, 

digital signage systems for 
onboard installation, etc.

Railway 
● For incorporation 

into production 
and inspection 
equipment, etc.

Factory

● For library search systems, 
schools, etc.

Educational facilities
● For monitoring, security 

and surveillance

Security room

● Professional photography, printing, design, 
video production and other creative work
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▶ For the Creative Work Markets
Supporting Creative Settings by Maintaining Accurate Color Displays 

We are committed to accurate color reproduction and high added value, and we 
contribute to improving efficiency and accuracy in every creative setting by offering 
monitor solutions that achieve and maintain accurate color display. The professional series 
of our color management monitors is being widely used by professional photographers and 
those involved in printing, design and video production.

Quick Color Match, a free software application released for 
photography enthusiasts, offers easier-than-ever color matching 
for prints and monitor display. Thus, we also support people in 
enjoying creative activities for fun.

▶ For the Industrial Markets
Supporting Customers’ Businesses through a Finely-Tuned Response to the 
Specialized Needs of Each Industry

We flexibly address the diverse requirements of each industry by offering a broad range 
of products and customization. Also, we support the businesses of customers through small-
lot delivery, taking advantage of our flexible production system, long-term stable supply 
based on our purchase capability and maintenance system.

ATC (Air Traffic Control)
We contribute to our mission of ensuring safety in the sky by providing air traffic control 

towers and control rooms with products such as high-brightness LCD monitors capable of 
clearly displaying flight status information under daylight conditions.
Marine Vessels

We offer products that support Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) 
and other products that meet various standards for ships. We also offer optical bonding 
models with improved visibility and durability using in-house processing lines. 
Railway

We provide digital signage systems for onboard installation and products for monitoring 
railway platforms.
Security & Surveillance

We contribute to enhancing public safety by supporting the stable operation of security 

▶ For the Business & Plus Markets
Focusing on User Comfort to Reduce the Physical Strain of Using PCs 

We focus on ergonomics-based design so that users can use our products for long hours 
without experiencing symptoms of stress. Thus, we offer comfortable PC environments in 
various locations such as offices, schools and homes. We have further improved comfort in 
multi-monitor environments by adding products featuring a fully-flat bezel-less design to 
our lineup.

▶ For the Healthcare Market
Accelerating the Solutions Business to Support the Evolution of Medical Care

In today’s increasingly advanced and complicated medical care systems, not only 
medical doctors but also nurses, clinical engineers and other staff are cooperating in the 
treatment of patients. Therefore, creating an environment that facilitates information sharing 
and the exchanging of opinions is essential. To do this, EIZO proposes comprehensive image 
solutions, including image display monitors suitable for the required image environment, 
image management software and a network environment through its consultations for 
intelligent operating rooms, Interventional Radiology (IVR) rooms and control rooms. 

EIZO acquired a system integration business for the medical market from Imation Corp 
in October 2015 to accelerate its solutions business, which it launched as EIZO Medical 
Solutions Inc. in November of the same year. We also acquired the surgical/endoscopy 
monitor business from Panasonic Healthcare Co., Ltd. in July 2016 to complete our lineup of  
surgical/endoscopy monitors. 

EV2750 features the world’s first* fully-flat bezel-
less design. The bezel of the model is as narrow as 1 
mm on all four sides, and the typical grooves around 
the front buttons and optical sensors have been 
eliminated, allowing users to enjoy seamless viewing 
and concentrate on their tasks in a multi-monitor 
configuration.

* Research by EIZO on liquid-crystal displays as of September 1, 2015

EIZO Solutions
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systems, using highly reliable monitors equipped with unique technology that allows for 
clarity in every detail and 24-hour continuous operation.
Factory Automation (FA)

We have adopted cases without any gaps around vent holes or buttons to prevent the 
entry of foreign matter, and we prepared housings for flexible installation in different types 
of locations as well as incorporation into equipment and systems.

▶ For the Entertainment Market
Enriching Games, Video Watching and Other Entertainment with Our Visibility  
Technology 

Our products for the entertainment market have functions to enable enjoyment of 
a wide variety of entertainment from games to animation, photos, video and e-books to 
contribute to enriching customers’ recreation time and daily lives.

EIZO also sponsors professional eSports* teams and an array of game tournaments, held 
in Europe and North America, in an effort to expand the entertainment market.
* Competition-type computer games: “electronics sports”

▶ For the Amusement Market
Enlivening the Market by Providing Products Supported by Our Technological 
Excellence 

We design and manufacture LCD monitors installed in pachinko equipment, capitalizing 
on the EIZO Group’s advanced visual display technology. Our products enliven the 
amusement market by offering a realistic expression of images and stories with a strong 
gaming feel, and they become customer favorites year after year.

©SANYOBUSSAN CO., LTD.

Our new model FS2735 
automatically improves 
visibility of both dark 
and light areas. Its 
smooth image display 
supporting 144 Hz input 
and AMD FreeSyncTM 
enhances the user game 
performance.

In March 2016, the hospital’s central operating building opened and began full-

fledged operation of 20 operating rooms, including two hybrid operating rooms*. 

EIZO provided CuratOR Surgical Panel SP1-55 in the computed tomography (CT) 

hybrid operating rooms. While many hospitals in European countries, including 

Germany and Switzerland, have introduced CuratOR Surgical Panels, Osaka Medical 

Hospital is the first to do this in Japan. 

EIZO implemented the project for all 20 rooms, including the CT hybrid rooms, 

from consulting on the image environment of the rooms sought by Osaka Medical 

Hospital to the coordination of necessary hardware and software, installation and 

wiring. 

Osaka Medical College Hospital
Introduced CuratOR Surgical Panel, an image management system for operating rooms

The P1-55 unit is fully embedded into one wall of the operating room and equipped with a built-in 55″ 
monitor featuring a high-brightness display at a full HD 1920 × 1080.

* A hybrid operating room combining operating tables for treatment and photography systems for examination.
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▶ Excellence in Development and Quality
● Development

In the course of creating visual display products, we have gained the full spectrum of 

technologies required for developing monitors. This in turn has enabled us to quickly deliver 

new, cutting-edge products and high-quality products with enhanced functionality.

● Quality
● Consistent quality control through 100% self-development and self-production

We have always been committed to 100% self-development and self-production. One of 

our competitive advantages lies in our ability to integrate quality control, from development 

and manufacturing to after-sales service, and we remain committed to working in concert 

Group-wide to further enhance quality.

 ● Development of environmentally sound products

We have a proven track record of incorporating the principle of environmental 

preservation into product development, and since the early years of our company, we have 

been highly regarded in Europe, where environment-related standards are particularly 

stringent. As public concern for the environment grows, we will work harder to develop 

environmentally sound products by, for example, actively participate in the formulation of 

environmental standards.
● Rigorous attention to quality control

The key to the success of our products is the stringent inspections 

we conduct on the image quality of our monitors at different stages, 

from development to production. We make every effort to ensure that 

the image quality of all our products is reviewed at the highest level 

of accuracy from the perspective of the user, through measures such as confirming some 

inspection criteria by human eye in addition to machine.

▶ Global Network
We leverage our extensive capabilities by generating synergies in development, 

production and sales among our 17 Group companies worldwide.

For details on our global network, please refer to pages 2 and 20.

Since its founding, the EIZO Group has consistently focused its technology and passion 

on creating visual display products. We continue to concentrate our energy and efforts on 

developing products that are a step ahead of the times by using advanced devices and 

pursuing cutting-edge technologies. Our goal is to deliver reliable, high-quality products 

that both satisfy and inspire our customers. The outcomes of these accumulated efforts are 

EIZO’s competitive advantages: our business model, excellence in development and quality, 

and our global network.

▶ Business Model
We have built on our Core Visual Technology* of software, hardware and peripheral 

technologies developed through our work on monitors for the Business & Plus (B&P) market in 

order to expand into the Vertical & Specific (V&S) market by developing new products with the 

additional performance and functions required in various fields. Leveraging the technology, 

procurement and production synergies among our business units has enabled us to create 

advanced products with proprietary features to further develop and expand our business. This 

unique business model has been the major driver of our growth.

Competitive Advantages of EIZO

■ Business development leveraging the synergies among business units

Creative Work

Healthcare
Amusement

Business & Plus

EntertainmentIndustry

Design technology with
highest quality and
highest reliability

Design technology with
highest quality and
highest reliability

Image processing
technology (analysis,

recognition, correction
and augmentation)

Image processing
technology (analysis,

recognition, correction
and augmentation)

Color management
technology

Color management
technologyDevelopment

technology of
display devices

Development
technology of

display devices

Core Visual TechnologyCore Visual Technology

Production technology
with highest

adjustment accuracy

Production technology
with highest

adjustment accuracy

Processing
technology of

display devices

Processing
technology of

display devices ©SANYOBUSSAN CO., LTD.

* A highly sophisticated technology that goes beyond what competitors offer.
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We actively seek to obtain patents and design rights for the technologies and designs 
created through product development.

Our recent focus has been on attaining patents and design rights in countries and 
regions where we expect product sales to grow such as China, India and Russia, in addition 
to Japan, Europe and the United States, our current main markets. Overall, our goal is to 
construct a global network of intellectual property.

We also believe that trademarks, including the names of our company and products, 

are key to protecting and enhancing EIZO brand value. We therefore strive to obtain and 
maintain trademark rights in all the countries where we sell our products.

▶ Centralized Management of Intellectual Property for the Entire Group
We have centralized the management of all intellectual property (including patents, 

design rights, and trademarks) owned by the Group and encourages the creation of 
intellectual property group-wide.We have also established a system to facilitate the use of 
intellectual property and the sharing of related information among Group companies.

▶ Creating Intellectual Property and Obtaining Rights
We have introduced a survey and application procedure for patents and designs to 

our product development process with the aim of preventing missed opportunities for 
identifying new core and peripheral technologies created during the process.

It is our goal that each patent or design application technology is effectively utilized 
as a powerful patent or design right which is useful in our business. To achieve the goal, we 
strategically select target countries for the applications and develop a network of patents 
and design rights centered on application technologies.

In addition, we regularly assess the value of patents and design rights in order to 
appropriately manage our intellectual property.

 
▶ Encouraging the Creation of Intellectual Property

We have established and manage an incentive program for employee inventions to 
encourage employees to produce patents and designs. We also have an internal awards 
program for inventors and creators of patents and designs that have contributed to our 
business.

▶ Respect for Intellectual Property Rights
Beyond creating intellectual property, we also exercise the utmost care to ensure 

our products and applied technologies do not infringe upon any third-party intellectual 
property rights. In the event a third party is found to have infringed upon intellectual 
property rights of EIZO, we demand that appropriate action be taken to protect these rights.
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■ Other countries

■ Europe

■ United States

■ Japan
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■ Countries with Trademark Protection

Protecting Intellectual Property that Enhances Value

■  Number of Patents Obtained by the EIZO Group

■  Areas the EIZO Brand Has Penetrated (Countries with Trademark Protection)
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Under our Quality Management Policy, we seek to ensure reliable long-term use of EIZO 
brand products by establishing an integrated quality control system that encompasses 
development and manufacturing to after-sales service and making continuous improvement 
throughout the system.

▶ Quality Standard
The quality of our products constitutes the foundation of the EIZO brand. We comply 

with the quality standards and regulations of each country where we sell our products as 
well as with the certified standards for each product. We have also established our own 
reliability standards that reflect diverse events including cases from both in and outside the 
company. These standards are applied to all EIZO brand products (LCD monitors).

In addition, we have sought to unify and standardize selection criteria for components 
used in our products to maintain and standardize product quality by applying these criteria 
to all Group companies.

▶ Gathering and Reflecting Customer Feedback
We provide after-sales service through Group companies in nearly every country 

where we sell our products, which has enabled us to develop an accurate understanding of 
customer requests and expectations.

We compile and shares customer feedback with Group companies in an effort to 
consistently offer high-quality, attractive products and services.

▶ Quality Management System
All Group companies involved in development and production have obtained 

certification under the international quality management standard ISO 9001, and ISO 13485 
for medical equipment. We have incorporated these standards into the Group’s quality 
management system in an ongoing, voluntary effort to maintain and improve the system.

EIZO’s Quality Assurance System

Aim to develop high quality products by pursuing the world’s highest level of technology.

Carry out our responsibility for environmental preservation by actively reducing the e�ects 
on the environment in every business activity from product development to manufacturing 
to sales and service.

Set the quality target which are carried out and reviewed by all the employees in every 
business activity.

Establish a quality management system, review it periodically, and continually improve it to 
sustain its validity and suitability.

Respond to the trust of both medical professionals and patients by providing medical 
equipment with assured quality, e�ectiveness and safety.

Comply with legal and social requirements.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Quality Management Policy

The EIZO Group is committed to continually ful�lling customers’
expectations by proposing and o�ering high quality products,

services, and solutions. We therefore:


